Facilitator Level II Class #6

Healing with color, Dr. Valerie Hunt, The infinite Mind
"Primary studies with hands on healers veri ed the uniqueness of the transaction
between healer and healee. For example, healers who specialized in treating pain
and quieting hypertension had strong blue-ish-violet elds when healing.
Healers most successful in improving hype diseases, such as hypo-glycemia and
hypo-thyrodism, or weak tissues and functions created a strong red-orangeamber eld. Red was predominant with healers who regenerated muscle, bone,
and nerves. A green-yellow eld proved most effective with nerve disorders such
as Bell's palsy, Cerebral palsy, or nerve degeneration.
". . . we realized that a transaction between the two elds was essential to hasten
healing...
". . . we observed that before the brain wave was activated and before stimuli
altered the heart rate, blood pressure or breathing, the led had already
responded. This led us to postulate that a person's primary response in this, "The
rst exchange with his world takes place rst in the auric eld, not the sensory
nerves nor in the brain."
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Healing with stones
"Though you have contacted me through a tiny pebble, I am concerned with
vastly more than your planet, for I am connected with the mineral life that exists
in various states through creation. Nature is full of paradox; you seek contact
with what you consider a lowly form of life and, in fact, contact a universal
presence. The human mind codi es and formulates, which is within its right and
purpose, but you forget that all is one, that God is in all, and that even the most
basic substance of life, which seems devoid of sensitive consciousness, is held in
existence by its opposite, a vast consciousness extending beyond your
imagination.
It was the beauty of this particular stone that drew you to me. Consciousness of
beauty brings you into oneness with any part of the universe. The more you
appreciate beauty, the more you are linked universally. The glory of God is
everywhere, stretching from the farthest reaches of the universe to the little grain
of sand, one and the same thing, held in eternal love and timeless with life.
Reverence all life. Emulate my patience. Unfold the mysteries of God, even of
pebbles. Be a learner of life, a reveler. Let your domination be over yourself, and
let your expanding consciousness see good life in all things."
Cosmic Angel of Stone
channeled through Dorothy Maclean

Website for TAG Processes
https://www.restored2yoursoul.com/tag-processes.html

Website for various resources and tools for your TAG session
work whether for yourself or your clients
https://www.yourvitality.co/resourcetag.html
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